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Calendar V3.0rc1 preview loses Priority, Category, Location and Participant data

Status
 Closed

Subject
Calendar V3.0rc1 preview loses Priority, Category, Location and Participant data

Version
2.x
3.x

Category
- Error
- Less than 30-minutes fix

Feature
Calendar

Resolution status
Out of Date

Submitted by
Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by
Geoff Brickell

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 🟢

Description
Still a problem in 3.0rc1

If you have a Calendar where the Custom Priority, Category, Location and Participant options have been set, when editing an event if you Preview the edits then the refreshed screen no longer shows these options in the edit area and saving the event loses the data previously typed in.

Importance
9

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
72

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
2320

Created
Tuesday 17 February, 2009 10:28:45 GMT-0000
I'm unable to reproduce this bug on trunk. Are you able to reproduce on a current version (ideally, 4.1 or trunk)?

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item2320-Calendar-V3-0rc1-preview-loses-Priority-Category-Location-and-Participant-data